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Talavera Consulting Limited

Email

allanjonesqpm@gmail.com

Cell Phone

(209) 479‐9438

Topic of
Presentation

Crowd Control

Title of
Presentation

International Perspectives on Managing Protests

Length of
Presentation

2‐4 hours

Presentation
Objective

To provide stategic and operational commanders international
lessons learned on handling protest

Have you ever
presented on this
topic before?

Yes

Referral Source

Chapter

Referral Source
Name

Cris Trulsson, Treasurer, California Chapter

Referral Source
Email

ctrulsson@comcast.net

Presentation
Description

The presentation will take police commanders through a series of
lessons learned from international police forces on handling
protest. It will look at failures as well as successes and will look at
the psychology of crowd behavior and the interaction between
the police and the protestor. It will look specifically at major
protests in London and Belfast and will examine how the
mishandling of protests led to the downfall of leaders across the
Middle East and three secret of how one country remained

untouched!
Speaker Bio

Allan Jones is an accomplished international policing advisor who
specializes in leadership, crowd management, and conflict
resolution ‐ all key elements in the transformational policing
strategies and practices he was instrumental in helping to
develop in conflict and post‐conflict Northern Ireland to protect
life and uphold human rights. He has been formally recognized at
the highest level during 30 years of outstanding service in the
Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) and its successor, the Police
Service of Northern Ireland (PSNI). He is now deeply involved in
assisting police and security forces in Eastern Europe, Africa, the
Middle East, and the United States, advising on new policing
strategies relating to terrorism, public order, protest
management, and crowd control ‐ strategies which recognize the
fundamental right to peaceful protest, but are designed to
prevent incendiary escalation possibly leading to radicalism and
dangerous external intervention. Allan Jones was personally
decorated by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, for the resolution of
long standing violence surrounding the Holy Cross School in
North Belfast, Northern Ireland.

Additional
Comments

Allan Jones presented at the FBI NAA National Re‐trainer
Conference in Long Beach (2011), four times for the FBI NAA
California Chapter Re‐Trainer Conference
(2010)(2012)(2014)(2015, and once for the FBI NAA Ohio Chapter
Re‐Trainer Conference (2013)
He has received outstanding feedback from students on all
occasions!
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Topic of
Presentation

Critical Incidents

Title of
Presentation

The Psychology of Decision Making

Length of
Presentation

2‐4 hours

Presentation
Objective

To explain to Police Commanders the psychology involved in
decision making, especially in stressful circumstances

Have you ever
presented on this
topic before?

Yes

Referral Source

Chapter

Referral Source
Name

Cris Trulsson, Treasurer (and former Training Manager), California
Chapter

Referral Source
Email

ctrulsson@comcast.net

Presentation
Description

The presentation will take police commanders through the
mental process of making decisions and assist them in how to
record and explain their decisions making process to others. It
will go through the process of rational decision making and
explain how a decision model can be designed to assist their role
of functions. It will look at intuitive or fast time (critical incident)
decision making and help the commander understand how to
improve this function not only in themselves but also in their

officers. Finally, it will explain the emotive functions of the brain
and how to manage them and recognize them in themselves and
others. This class is a must for commanders of critical incidents!
Speaker Bio

Allan Jones is an accomplished international policing advisor who
specializes in leadership, crowd management, and conflict
resolution ‐ all key elements in the transformational policing
strategies and practices he was instrumental in helping to
develop in conflict and post‐conflict Northern Ireland to protect
life and uphold human rights. He has been formally recognized at
the highest level during 30 years of outstanding service in the
Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) and its successor, the Police
Service of Northern Ireland (PSNI). He is now deeply involved in
assisting police and security forces in Eastern Europe, Africa, the
Middle East, and the United States, advising on new policing
strategies relating to terrorism, public order, protest
management, and crowd control ‐ strategies which recognize the
fundamental right to peaceful protest, but are designed to
prevent incendiary escalation possibly leading to radicalism and
dangerous external intervention. Allan Jones was personally
decorated by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, for the resolution of
long standing violence surrounding the Holy Cross School in
North Belfast, Northern Ireland.

Additional
Comments

Allan Jones presented at the FBI NAA National Re‐trainer
Conference in Long Beach (2011), four times for the FBI NAA
California Chapter Re‐Trainer Conference
(2010)(2012)(2014)(2015, and once for the FBI NAA Ohio Chapter
Re‐Trainer Conference (2013) He has received outstanding
feedback from students on all occasions!

